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Malta Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Malta is an archipelago in the central Mediterranean between Sicily and the
North African coast. It's a nation known for historic sites related to a succession of rulers including the

Romans, Moors, Knights of Saint John, French and British. It has numerous fortresses, megalithic temples
and the Ħal Saflieni Hypogeum, a subterranean complex of halls and burial chambers dating to circa 4000
B.C.MICHELIN National Map Malta will give you an overall picture of your journey thanks to its clear and
accurate mapping scale 1:50,000. Our map will help you easily plan your safe and enjoyable journey in Malta
thanks to a comprehensive key, a complete name index as well a clever time & distance chart. Includes a City

map of Valletta.Michelin's driving information will help you navigate safely in all circumstances. With
MICHELIN National Maps, find more than just your way! Our maps are regularly updated even if the ISBN
does not change.  MICHELIN NATIONAL MAPS feature:- Up-to-date mapping- A scale adapted to the size
of the country- A clear and comprehensive key- Distance and time chart- Place name index- Driving and road

safety information- Tourist sights information
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